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Serendipity

the occurrence and development of events by chance in 
a happy or beneficial way

Word to know
“Good friends, good books, and a Naitik conscience: this 

is the ideal life.”
- Mark Twain

Quote 
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& much more..

India’s Life Insurance Corporation 
in Fortune Global 500 list!

Kyra is India’s first virtual 
influencer with million followers!

Commonwealth Games Medals 
Tally

Earth is spinning faster, here is 
what scientists have to say

Hitler’s watch auctions for nearly a 
million dollars!

Did you know?

Do not miss the amazing stories, Videos and art 
from budding writers, scientists and artists on 
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Word of the day, tongue twister, quotes and fun 
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Watch other exciting Dance day posts and 
videos  at curioustimes.in/me

Light up your world!

Siddhi Gupta
9, DLDAV Model School, DELHI

Kanak Mehra
9, DLDAV Model School, Shalimar Bagh, Delhi

Click to participate Click to Participate

Send christmas 
greetings

15-Aug - Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav on Curious Times

Ankita Agarwal  is interested in 
the economics of developing 
countries & doing volunteer 
work.

Shruti Sharma has a  master’s 
degree and had been  studying 
for the civil services exam for 
the past four years. 

Gamini Singla has  a degree 
in Computer Science. Her 
childhood ambition was to 
become an  IAS officer.

Mithali Raj announces retirement! What’s Buzzing At NCS GoA?

Dear Students and Parents of NCS Goa, 

Here’s what is buzzing at NCS, Goa this week.

Events and Happenings 
5th September – 11th September 2022

● The week started on a high note with the Teachers Day celebration. Students across grades I to 
XII wished their teachers with gusto. Cards, flowers and chocolates flowed coupled with the 
love and affection of the students for their teachers. The special assembly included guru 
vandana, classical dance, group songs, self-composed poem recitations and band 
performances followed by the grand finale dance by students of class XII. 

● Students of class XII came dressed as teachers and felicitated all the teachers with flowers and 
special badges. They then proceeded to all the classes representing all the teachers for the day 
and taking care of the students.

●  The week ended with the Navy Children School, GOA Intra MUN conference 2022 which was a 
simulation of United Nations General Assembly where students were involved in solving the 
global issue of China’s repression of Uyghurs in Xinjiang. It was conducted by Spectra Genie in 
association with the Social Science department of the school. A total of 97 students from 
classes VI to XII participated in the event. Aakansha Goswami of class XII D bagged the Best 
Delegate Award. 
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15-Aug - Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav on Curious Times
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China roads will see robotaxis not 
driven by humans!

School girls AzaadiSAT satellite 
project!

Space objects 
800-million-lightyears away emit 
radio waves!

The human body: Our nose has a 
remarkable memory!

India is at 4th, as the 
Commonwealth Games come to an 
end!
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5000 people wave the Indian flag 
with pride!

Many Indian companies are soon 
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“In the struggle for survival, the fittest win out at the expense of their rivals because they 
succeed in adapting themselves best to their environment.” 

This is a quote from the great scientist Charles Darwin. He was born on 12 February 1809. 
Darwin’s findings on the origin and evolution of life on earth (how life came on earth) liberated 
the whole human race.
 
The theory of evolution by natural selection proposed by Darwin provided a scientific base for 
the evolution process. Darwin’s book, Origin of Species, in which he explained the evolution 
theory was published on 24th November 1859.
 
‘Theory of Evolution’ came as a result of Darwin’s unending curiosity to discover the hidden 
truth of nature. Darwin once said, “What an utter desert is a life without love.” In this season of 
love, around Valentine’s Day and a beautiful spring, let’s celebrate the love with unwavering 
curiosity and wisdom that bind us together despite our diversities.  
 

 Image Credit :  Wikimedia

William Shockley was an American inventor and physicist. In 1956, he was awarded 
Nobel Prize in Physics. 

William Shockley was born in London, England on 13th February 1910. His father was 
a mining engineer. He studied Science at the California Institute of Technology in 1913. 
Later he studied at the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). At MIT 
he submitted a thesis on the energy band structure of sodium chloride.

William Shockley’s research on been focused on energy bands in solids,  
semiconductors, various topics in transistor physics and research on the statistics of 
salary and individual productivity in research laboratories.

The Nobel Prize was jointly awarded to him and two of his colleagues at the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories.

William Shockley has written for numerous scientific and technical journals. In addition, 
he has taken out more than 50 patents for his inventions.

William Shockley 

Word to Know

Splendour (noun)
magnificent and splendid appearance; grandeur.

Image Credit :  Canva

Around the World

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!

Image Credit :  Canva

Tang Yu is the first humanoid robot in the world to be in charge of a 
business. Tang Yu has been given the job of Rotating CEO at 
NetDragon Websoft in China. The company makes and runs both 
online games with multiple players and mobile apps.  The company 
believes that humans and machines could work together in 
partnership and cooperation.

Even tasks that are very personal and need a human touch will be 
possible for the robot to do. Management experts say that the 
appointment is part of a plan to be the first to use artificial intelligence 
(AI) to change the way businesses are run and jump.

The company aspires to achieve a new level of operational efficiency.
It also thinks that Tang Yu will speed up the way things get done. In 
addition, improve the quality of the work that needs to be done, and 
enhances the way things flow. Aside from that, the robot will make the 
workplace fairer and more productive for everyone. The robot’s job is 
to keep things running smoothly.

In Dubai, a hotel will be built in the shape of the moon. The resort 
would give guests a feeling similar to what it would be like to be on 
the moon.  The main attraction would let people walk on a surface 
that looks like the moon. In addition, one could experience and see 
how people live in a lunar settlement.

With the help of a lunar hop-on hop-off rover, guests would also be 
able to get around the resort. They would wear space gear so that 
they could use the low gravity on the surface.

The Moon-shaped resort in Dubai will be 200 metres tall and almost 
190 metres in diameter. It would have a total of 4000 private 
residences and luxury suites.  

The designers plan to use a carbon fibre composite material to make 
a surface that looks like the moon and even has craters. There would 
be solar cells built into the building. In addition guests would be able 
to feel like they were not carrying any weight once they had put on 
the right safety gear.

Meet the first 
humanoid robot CEO 
Tang Yu!

 

Image Credit : Moon Resort Inc.

Dubai to have a 
Moon-shaped 
resort with 
entertainment!

Image Credit : Canva

There are new signs that the polio virus is spreading all over the state 
of New York. Because of this, the governor of the state has declared 
a state of emergency.  You could get polio by coming into contact with 
someone who has it, drinking contaminated water, or eating food that 
has been contaminated.

Samples of wastewater from New York City and the area around it 
showed that there was a virus that could cause paralysis. Polio can’t 
be cured, but it can be prevented by getting a shot. Even though 
there has only been one confirmed case so far, it is the first one in the 
country in almost ten years.

Health officials indicate that vaccination rates in some parts of the 
state are not good enough. The virus, which is more common in 
children than in adults, is known to make muscles weak and even 
paralyse them. In the worst cases, it can even cause death or a 
disability that won’t go away. Officials in charge of health want to 
raise the state’s average vaccination rate.

New York declares 
polio emergency!

 

India and China have given the green light to COVID-19 vaccines 
that don’t need needles. China has given the green light to an 
inhalation mist that is breathed in through the mouth and nose. 

The vaccine for India will be given in two doses and will be given 
through nasal drops. As per experts, these vaccines are examples of 
mucosal vaccines. Mucosal vaccines are made to protect the linings 
of the mouth, nose, and lungs. 

In theory, these vaccines could protect people better from getting sick 
by fighting the virus where it is breathed in. The Covid-19 inhalation 
vaccines have already been approved by the countries of Iran and 
Russia. 

Medical experts believe that the benefit of nasal vaccines is that they 
may get rid of the virus before it can settle in the lungs and start 
making copies.

Image Credit : Canva

China and India 
approve 
needle-free 
COVID-19 vaccine!
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Nobel Prize in Physics. 
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India news

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!

Image Credit :  Canva

Ballard will power India’s hydrogen trains! According to the Ministry of 
Railways, India’s first hydrogen-powered train will be operational in 
the year 2024. This would be the Indian Railway’s first step toward 
accomplishing its goal of becoming carbon neutral. 

Rail transportation is an essential component of India’s infrastructure. 
The government authorities are pleased to be taking the initial steps 
toward decarbonizing this aspect of our economy. Medha Servo 
Drives, a leading rail system integrator, will develop India’s first 
hydrogen-powered trains. Ballard Power Systems will provide fuel cell 
modules to Medha Servo Drives. 

Thus the commuter trains will utilise Ballard’s latest fuel cell 
technology. This technology will provide increased efficiency and 
power. Indian Railways estimates that their investment in the 
hydrogen fuel cell project will have better financial viability. With 
leading technology and strong project economics, state authorities 
are optimistic about the future of zero-emission rail transport.

Every car driver is required by the Transport Authority to always wear 
their seatbelts. Safety alarms will now go off if there are people in the 
back seats who are not wearing seatbelts. Nitin Gadkari (Minister for 
Road Transport & Highways) stated that all passengers in a car will 
have to wear seatbelts from now on.

This includes the people in the back seats. People who don’t do this 
will be fined. Gadkari also said that the safety alarms that usually go 
off when people in the front seats don’t have their seatbelts on will 
now also go off for people in the back seats. Nitin Gadkari has said 
that the new order is in effect.

As per the Transport Authority, all kinds of vehicles have to follow the 
order. The Motor Vehicles Act says that anyone who drives a car 
without a seat belt or carries passengers who are not wearing seat 
belts will have to pay a fine of Rs 1,000. This rule also applies to 
anyone who drives people around without making sure they are 
wearing seat belts. Also, if there is a child in the car who is younger 
than 14 years old, that child must always wear a safety belt.

India’s first 
hydrogen trains will 
use Ballard fuel 
cells!
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Transport Authority 
requires all car 
drivers, passengers 
to buckle up!

Image Credit : IIT Kharagpur

IIT Kharagpur makes a learning environment for the future. It uses 
Virtual Reality (VR). The main idea is for teachers to use a 
360-degree VR platform. The platform doesn’t require any coding. 
The researchers believe that students are now better able to 
understand virtual content. 

It’s easy to make new content, often in less than half an hour. You 
don’t need to know anything about VR or have any experience to 
make VR content. All you have to do is take photos in a 360-degree 
circle and follow the instructions.

The platform makes lessons that can be done in virtual reality. Audio 
samples could be used by the teacher to make the lessons more 
interesting for the students. In addition to making quizzes and putting 
game-like elements into the curriculum. 

Researchers believe that virtual reality (VR) could make learning 
more interactive and immersive.  The goal is to make VR easy to use 
so that even a student from a small village in India can try it out.

IIT Kharagpur builds 
a code-free VR 
platform for 
classrooms!

 

IMD (Indian Meteorological Department) issues a weather alert 
stating that several Indian states are likely to experience extremely 
heavy rainfall. It is expected that Madhya Pradesh, the northern part 
of Maharashtra, and southern Gujarat will get a lot of rain over the 
next four to five days.

IMD experts say that a lot of rain will continue to fall in and around 
Madhya Pradesh, the northern part of Maharashtra, and the southern 
part of Gujarat. There is a chance that some places in Northwest 
India, Uttarakhand, and Himachal Pradesh will get heavy to very 
heavy rain. West Madhya Pradesh is likely to receive a few very 
heavy rainstorms.

In addition to the areas of Madhya Maharashtra, Gujarat, Konkan, 
and Goa could get heavy rainfall. It is also likely that East Rajasthan, 
Uttar Pradesh, and Uttarakhand will all get very heavy rains in the 
week ahead. The city of Mumbai is on an orange alert from the 
weather service. Rain is forecast to fall across the state of Uttar 
Pradesh in the week ahead.

Image Credit :    Canva

IMD’s India weather 
prediction!
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Space & Technology

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!

Image Credit :  Canva

In space, if you put two pieces of the same metal together, they will 
stick to each other permanently. Because of a process called cold 
fastening or cold welding. We first came to know about cold fastening 
in the 1940s. It was due to the character of general materials.

Scientists found out that two clean, flat surfaces of metal would 
powerfully adhere (stick to each other) in a vacuum. The reason for 
this cold fastening is clear. It is because once the atoms of one piece 
of metal touch the area of another identical piece, they never “know” 
that they’re different.

However, this is a process that will not happen on Earth. Earth 
contains an extremely caustic oxygen-rich atmosphere. This leads to 
oxidation. 

So, on Earth, there is always a skinny film of metal on each surface 
left after oxidation. The layer of the oxidation part acts as protection 
that prevents the metal from sticking out. So, it is not like how it is in 
space.

Researchers ask people to help them save the Great Barrier Reef 
and use artificial intelligence to do this.  The Reef covers an area of 
about 344,000 square kilometres in total.  Since 1985, more than half 
of the Great Barrier Reef’s coral population has died.  Even so, they 
could still get better if things change for the better. 

In order to learn more about the reef, researchers are now using 
artificial intelligence and crowdsourcing. Researchers asked tens of 
thousands of volunteers to help them get over 40,000 pictures of 
coral from the Great Barrier Reef. A deep learning model is then used 
to tag and identify many different kinds of coral.

This helps scientists put the reel and coral infrastructure into groups.
Researchers use this information along with the image’s location 
information to get a general idea of what kinds of corals can be found 
where. 

As this model keeps getting better, the researchers hope to be able to 
use it to protect reefs all over the world.

In space, two pieces 
of the same metal 
bond permanently!

 

Image Credit :  Canva

Citizen science and 
AI protect the Great 
Barrier Reef!

Image Credit : Ayaka Shida

Cyborg cockroaches could be used for the purpose of environmental 
monitoring or search and rescue operations. Cyborg describes an 
organism that has both biological and technological parts.

Scientists use the Madagascar hissing cockroach to make cyborg 
insects. Researchers have made a system that lets them move the 
legs of cockroaches from a distance. The system is basically a 
cockroach’s backpack that is wired to its nervous system.

The solar cell on the cyborg cockroach is very thin and flexible, so it 
doesn’t get in the way of the roach’s movement. Whenever a button 
is pressed, the backpack gets a shock. So, the roach is tricked into 
going in a certain direction by this jolt. Also, the backpack is 
connected to the cockroach’s sensory nerves in its abdomen, and 
wires go from the backpack to the legs.
 
Hence, this gives researchers some control over how the cyborg 
cockroaches move. Researchers also created a system that could be 
powered by solar energy and could be charged.

How can 
solar-powered 
cyborg cockroaches 
help in search?

 

Orion nebula is one of the most important places to look in the sky to 
learn about how stars are made. It is only 1,300 light-years away, 
which makes it one of the easier places to look.

Massive young stars send out a lot of ultraviolet light right into the 
cloud that surrounds them. The longer wavelengths of infrared light 
that James Webb uses to look at the Universe let experts see parts of 
space that would otherwise be hidden. 

In the picture, the Orion Bar is a structure that runs diagonally from 
the top left to the bottom right of the new picture. The light from the 
Trapezium cluster lights up the scene. There are also dense clumps 
of material that hold baby stars. A young star that is growing and is 
surrounded by a disc of material.

The material on the outside of the disc is being blown away by the 
heat from the Trapezium stars. Inside the nebula, there are young 
stars surrounded by a disc of dust and gas, which is where planets 
form.

Image Credit :  NASA

James Webb 
captures the heart 
of Orion Nebula!
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“In the struggle for survival, the fittest win out at the expense of their rivals because they 
succeed in adapting themselves best to their environment.” 

This is a quote from the great scientist Charles Darwin. He was born on 12 February 1809. 
Darwin’s findings on the origin and evolution of life on earth (how life came on earth) liberated 
the whole human race.
 
The theory of evolution by natural selection proposed by Darwin provided a scientific base for 
the evolution process. Darwin’s book, Origin of Species, in which he explained the evolution 
theory was published on 24th November 1859.
 
‘Theory of Evolution’ came as a result of Darwin’s unending curiosity to discover the hidden 
truth of nature. Darwin once said, “What an utter desert is a life without love.” In this season of 
love, around Valentine’s Day and a beautiful spring, let’s celebrate the love with unwavering 
curiosity and wisdom that bind us together despite our diversities.  
 

 Image Credit :  Wikimedia

William Shockley was an American inventor and physicist. In 1956, he was awarded 
Nobel Prize in Physics. 

William Shockley was born in London, England on 13th February 1910. His father was 
a mining engineer. He studied Science at the California Institute of Technology in 1913. 
Later he studied at the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). At MIT 
he submitted a thesis on the energy band structure of sodium chloride.

William Shockley’s research on been focused on energy bands in solids,  
semiconductors, various topics in transistor physics and research on the statistics of 
salary and individual productivity in research laboratories.

The Nobel Prize was jointly awarded to him and two of his colleagues at the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories.

William Shockley has written for numerous scientific and technical journals. In addition, 
he has taken out more than 50 patents for his inventions.

William Shockley 

Word to Know

Splendour (noun)
magnificent and splendid appearance; grandeur.

Image Credit : Wikimedia Commons

Science & Discoveries

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!

Image Credit :  Canva

Natural diamonds were discovered beyond Earth too. In other words, 
there are diamonds in space too. Astronomers announced the 
discovery of the largest known diamond-like object in the galaxy. It is 
a white dwarf star 50 light-years from Earth.

The star was given the nickname Lucy. The name Lucy is from the 
Beatles’ song Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds. This song was 
released by the Beatles in 1967 and it was one of their greatest hits.

The Beatles are an English rock band, considered to be one of the 
greatest musicians in history.

Originally, the song was an inspiration by a portrait made by Beatles 
singer John Lennon’s son, Julian. He drew a portrait of a girl.

This portrait shows the girl ‘literally among the stars that glittered like 
diamonds. So, quite aptly, the dwarf star was named ‘Lucy’, a 
diamond among the stars.

Researchers on the island of Sulawesi in Indonesia examined the 
skeletal remains of a young woman who lived on the island more 
than 7,000 years ago and passed away there. According to the 
findings of this recent research, she is a member of a human 
subspecies that was previously unknown to scientific research.

This ancient teen was between the ages of 17 and 18. She was part 
of a culture called the Toalean culture. Moreover, the study has found 
that she was related to the first modern humans to spread to Oceania 
from Eurasia some 50,000 years ago. 

Tools and cave paintings have suggested that humans were living on 
these islands 47,000 years ago. But the fossil record is very limited 
and the hot and humid climate does not preserve any ancient DNA. 
Moreover, this ancient teen also had some Denisovan DNA. This 
finding indicates that Denisovans occupied a far larger area than we 
thought earlier. The Denisovans are an extinct group of ancient 
humans whose remains have been found in Siberia and Tibet.

Diamonds in space 
is named after a 
Beatles’ song!
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Discovery of an 
unknown group of 
humans!

Image Credit:  Canva

The human body in space has always made our scientists curious. A 
new study has found that spending very long periods of time in space 
can cause the heart to “shrink” (become smaller). The study was 
conducted with the help of data from Scott Kelly. Scott Kelly is a 
NASA astronaut who spent a year in space and Benoît Lecomte, a 
marathon swimmer.

Astronaut Kelly spent 340 days aboard the International Space 
Station (ISS). Benoît Lecomte attempted to swim across the Pacific 
Ocean in 2018. He swam 2,821 km over 159 days, but could not 
complete the journey. Scientists found that both of the above 
activities remove the pressure on the heart that is usually applied by 
gravity. This causes the heart to atrophy (decrease in size).

However, the changes do not stay for long – both men’s hearts 
returned to normal once they were back on land. This study gives 
scientists more information on how being in space would affect 
astronauts.

The human body in 
space!

 

Chinese astronomers find and describe a new mineral on the moon. 
Scientists at the Beijing Research Institute of Uranium Geology name 
the mineral “Changesite-(Y).” The Chang’e 5 robotic lunar mission 
brought back samples of the moon’s surface that leads to the 
discovery.  

Changesite-(Y) is a type of merrillite from the moon. Merrillite is a 
mineral containing calcium phosphate. It is the first lunar mineral that 
Chinese scientists have found and named. The mineral is found as a 
single-crystal particle that is 10 microns in diameter.

Changesite-(Y) will help researchers learn more about the moon’s 
history and its physical properties. Researchers also looked at 
samples to find out how much helium-3 was there and what it was 
like. Future nuclear fusion power plants should use helium-3 as a 
fuel. The results will make it easier to look for resources on the moon 
and figure out what they are worth.

Experts think that the moon has at least a million tonnes of helium-3.

Image Credit : China National Space 
Administration

Chinese 
astronomers find a 
new lunar mineral!
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“In the struggle for survival, the fittest win out at the expense of their rivals because they 
succeed in adapting themselves best to their environment.” 

This is a quote from the great scientist Charles Darwin. He was born on 12 February 1809. 
Darwin’s findings on the origin and evolution of life on earth (how life came on earth) liberated 
the whole human race.
 
The theory of evolution by natural selection proposed by Darwin provided a scientific base for 
the evolution process. Darwin’s book, Origin of Species, in which he explained the evolution 
theory was published on 24th November 1859.
 
‘Theory of Evolution’ came as a result of Darwin’s unending curiosity to discover the hidden 
truth of nature. Darwin once said, “What an utter desert is a life without love.” In this season of 
love, around Valentine’s Day and a beautiful spring, let’s celebrate the love with unwavering 
curiosity and wisdom that bind us together despite our diversities.  
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William Shockley was an American inventor and physicist. In 1956, he was awarded 
Nobel Prize in Physics. 

William Shockley was born in London, England on 13th February 1910. His father was 
a mining engineer. He studied Science at the California Institute of Technology in 1913. 
Later he studied at the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). At MIT 
he submitted a thesis on the energy band structure of sodium chloride.

William Shockley’s research on been focused on energy bands in solids,  
semiconductors, various topics in transistor physics and research on the statistics of 
salary and individual productivity in research laboratories.

The Nobel Prize was jointly awarded to him and two of his colleagues at the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories.

William Shockley has written for numerous scientific and technical journals. In addition, 
he has taken out more than 50 patents for his inventions.

William Shockley 

Word to Know

Splendour (noun)
magnificent and splendid appearance; grandeur.
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Sports & Entertainment

After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!

Image Credit :  Canva

Swiatek makes history when she wins the US Open 2022 Women’s 
Tennis Singles Title. Iga is the first Polish player to win the US Open. 
This victory gives her the third Grand Slam trophy. 

In the championship match, world number one Iga Swiatek defeats 
Ons Jabeur of Tunisia by a score of 6-2, 7-6 (7/5). Swiatek, defeats 
Ons Jabeur in the first set by a score of 6-2. 

The tennis star from Poland thus starts the first set on a dominant 
note, and the Tunisian player isn’t able to get back on track. After 
that, Iga Swiatek delivers an outstanding performance, which 
ultimately clinches the set. 

Ons Jabeur stages a commendable comeback in the subsequent set. 
She forces Iga Swiatek into a tiebreaker, which is ultimately won by 
the latter player with a score of 7-5 towards the match’s conclusion.

Carlos Alcaraz clinches his first US Open Championship Trophy! 
Even though he is only 16, Carlos Alcaraz is very clear about what he 
wants to do: win grand slams. He beats Casper Ruud in a tough 
match. He keeps going with his great shots and athleticism.

Alcaraz starts the match by playing tennis in a free and aggressive 
way. Ruud plays some great tennis on the spot, showing off his own 
hand skills in the game of cat-and-mouse. At the end of the second 
set, Alcaraz is having trouble, he makes some questionable 
decisions, while Ruud wins the set 6-2. At the start of the third set, 
Alcaraz’s tennis is all over the place. As he moves forward toward 
victory, Ruud doesn’t have any more answers for Alcaraz’s great and 
powerful shots.

He wins the US Open after beating his Norwegian opponent in four 
sets (6-4, 2-6, 7-6, 6-3). It is the first time in his young career that he 
has won a grand slam tournament. At the age of 19 years and 4 
months, the Spaniard becomes the first player in men’s tennis history 
to reach No. 1 while still a teenager. 

Iga Swiatek defeats 
Ons Jabeur for her 
first US Open 
championship!

 

Image Credit : US Open

Carlos Alcaraz 
triumphs over 
Casper Rudd in US 
Open Finals!

Image Credit : Asian Cricket Council

Sri Lanka defeats Pakistan to claim Asia Cup in 2022!  Pakistan is 
outplayed with both the bat and the ball in the championship game. 
Bhanuka Rajapaksa saves his team from being in trouble when they 
are 58 for 5 with an unbeaten 71 runs off of 45 balls. This gives them 
a total of 170 runs. He is the most important part of Sri Lanka’s team. 

After that, Sri Lanka beats Pakistan’s intensity on the field with a 
strong performance. Wanindu Hasaranga and Pramod Madushan 
take seven wickets between them during Pakistan’s turn at bat. 

Naseem Shah’s wicket in the first over seems to set the tone for how 
well Pakistan would do. Haris Rauf is also in incredible shape. 

Every ball he faces in the sixth over, he comes close to knocking out 
the stumps. Sri Lanka is able to get back into the game because 
Rajapaksa and Hasaranga lead a comeback. 

In the end, it comes down to a mismatch between a team that plays 
its best and another that never quite finds its groove. 

Team Sri Lanka is 
Asia Cup 2022 
Champions!

 

Ganesh festival in Hyderabad sees the sacred offering of laddoos 
auctioned off for a recording-breaking price. Ganesh laddoos are 
offered as sacred offerings during prayers to Lord Ganesha. 
Traditional auctions for the sweet offering fetch record amounts. 

The Ganesh Festival is a wonderful opportunity for everyone to get 
together and rejoice in their shared humanity. A laddoo weighing 
10-12 kilogrammes is sold off for nearly 60 lakh rupees at Richmond 
Villa Sun City in Hyderabad. 

Approximately one hundred residents had banded together to 
purchase the laddoo. The people believe that eating Ganesh laddoos 
will bring them a fortune, health, and prosperity.

The immersion procession for the Ganesh idol in Hyderabad starts off 
with the auctioning of laddoos. A charitable trust is responsible for 
managing the donations received during the festival.

Image Credit : Suncity

12 kg Bangaru 
Ganesh Laddoo sets 
a new record!
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“In the struggle for survival, the fittest win out at the expense of their rivals because they 
succeed in adapting themselves best to their environment.” 

This is a quote from the great scientist Charles Darwin. He was born on 12 February 1809. 
Darwin’s findings on the origin and evolution of life on earth (how life came on earth) liberated 
the whole human race.
 
The theory of evolution by natural selection proposed by Darwin provided a scientific base for 
the evolution process. Darwin’s book, Origin of Species, in which he explained the evolution 
theory was published on 24th November 1859.
 
‘Theory of Evolution’ came as a result of Darwin’s unending curiosity to discover the hidden 
truth of nature. Darwin once said, “What an utter desert is a life without love.” In this season of 
love, around Valentine’s Day and a beautiful spring, let’s celebrate the love with unwavering 
curiosity and wisdom that bind us together despite our diversities.  
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William Shockley was an American inventor and physicist. In 1956, he was awarded 
Nobel Prize in Physics. 

William Shockley was born in London, England on 13th February 1910. His father was 
a mining engineer. He studied Science at the California Institute of Technology in 1913. 
Later he studied at the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). At MIT 
he submitted a thesis on the energy band structure of sodium chloride.

William Shockley’s research on been focused on energy bands in solids,  
semiconductors, various topics in transistor physics and research on the statistics of 
salary and individual productivity in research laboratories.

The Nobel Prize was jointly awarded to him and two of his colleagues at the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories.

William Shockley has written for numerous scientific and technical journals. In addition, 
he has taken out more than 50 patents for his inventions.

William Shockley 

Word to Know

Splendour (noun)
magnificent and splendid appearance; grandeur.
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After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!

Image Credit :  Canva

The common people have always been interested in and curious 
about the Royal Family. Behind this privacy curtain, you can find 
some strange and interesting facts about the royal family.

King Charles’ mother, Queen Elizabeth II, had two birthdays: her 
actual birthday was on April 21 and her official public celebration was 
on the second Tuesday in June, which is when the summer weather 
tends to be better for outdoor parades.

When King Charles III travels outside of the country, he does not 
have to bring a passport with him. Because the official paper is made 
under his name. He is also the only person in the country who can 
drive a car without a driver’s licence.

Since the 12th century, mute swans in open water in England or 
Wales that aren’t marked are thought to belong to the monarch. In 
Britain, poet laureates are chosen every ten years, and one of their 
jobs is to write poems for the Queen.

Kuno National Park in MP is expecting 8 cheetahs! The cheetahs will 
take a helicopter from Jaipur to the Kuno National Park in Madhya 
Pradesh. On September 17, Prime Minister Narendra Modi will let the 
cheetahs into the area in Kuno National Park which has been set up 
as a quarantine zone for them.

The eight African cheetahs that are being brought to India in an effort 
to save an extinct species will be released into the wild. Officials say 
that the cheetahs will not be put to sleep, and they will always be with 
a team of three veterinarians. India will get a total of eight cheetahs at 
first. There will be five females and three males.

The government says that at least 35 and no more than 45 cheetahs 
are needed to start a population that will last for many years.
After the first group of eight cheetahs are brought in, the population is 
expected to grow by between four and eight animals each year for 
the next five years. Kuno National Park has the ability to give about 
20 cheetahs. This number could go up to about 40 cheetahs with the 
right amount of care, protection, and restoration.

King Charles III to 
have two birthdays, 
swans and more!
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Kuno National Park 
to welcome 8 
cheetahs!

Image Credit : Pixabay

Sandwiches are one of the most common snacks in the world. Much 
like the word ‘OK’, ‘sandwich’ can also be understood easily almost 
everywhere. This popular snack takes its name from the 4th Earl of 
Sandwich, John Montagu. An ‘earl’ is a title used for a noble or lord 
who rules over a piece of land.

‘Sandwich’ is the town this earl ruled over; it is located in England. 
The story goes that Earl was very fond of playing card games.
In fact, he enjoyed playing so much that he didn’t want to leave the 
game to go eat his meals. 

So, he asked his servants to bring him the cooked beef served 
between 2 slices of bread. This let him play the game and eat at the 
same time without his hands getting dirty and spoiling the cards.

Observing him, his friends also started asking for “the same as 
Sandwich”. So ‘sandwich’ came to mean what it does today.
Of course, people ate bread with meat and cheese before this but the 
word ‘sandwich’ became popular after this.

Sandwich – What’s 
in a word!

 

Felix the Cat is a popular cartoon character created during the silent 
film era. During those days, movies only had pictures and music but 
no talking. That is why they were called ‘silent films.’ But even though 
there was no sound, Felix became the first cartoon character in 
history to become very popular.

Felix was the most famous cartoon character before Mickey Mouse 
came along. Felix is a black cat with a white snout and huge eyes. He 
is famous for his big smile. He is quite naughty and clever. Felix 
started losing his popularity when other cartoon characters came 
along.

He was the first big balloon to appear in Macy’s Thanksgiving Day 
parade. In 1922, the Yankees chose him to be their team mascot.
Charles Lindbergh brought a Felix doll with him on his historic flight 
across the Atlantic Ocean. But recently, new movies and video games 
about him have increased his popularity.

Image Credit : Canva

Felix the Cat!
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“In the struggle for survival, the fittest win out at the expense of their rivals because they 
succeed in adapting themselves best to their environment.” 

This is a quote from the great scientist Charles Darwin. He was born on 12 February 1809. 
Darwin’s findings on the origin and evolution of life on earth (how life came on earth) liberated 
the whole human race.
 
The theory of evolution by natural selection proposed by Darwin provided a scientific base for 
the evolution process. Darwin’s book, Origin of Species, in which he explained the evolution 
theory was published on 24th November 1859.
 
‘Theory of Evolution’ came as a result of Darwin’s unending curiosity to discover the hidden 
truth of nature. Darwin once said, “What an utter desert is a life without love.” In this season of 
love, around Valentine’s Day and a beautiful spring, let’s celebrate the love with unwavering 
curiosity and wisdom that bind us together despite our diversities.  
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William Shockley was an American inventor and physicist. In 1956, he was awarded 
Nobel Prize in Physics. 

William Shockley was born in London, England on 13th February 1910. His father was 
a mining engineer. He studied Science at the California Institute of Technology in 1913. 
Later he studied at the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). At MIT 
he submitted a thesis on the energy band structure of sodium chloride.

William Shockley’s research on been focused on energy bands in solids,  
semiconductors, various topics in transistor physics and research on the statistics of 
salary and individual productivity in research laboratories.

The Nobel Prize was jointly awarded to him and two of his colleagues at the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories.

William Shockley has written for numerous scientific and technical journals. In addition, 
he has taken out more than 50 patents for his inventions.

William Shockley 

Word to Know

Splendour (noun)
magnificent and splendid appearance; grandeur.
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After Europe, now China is also experiencing heavy floods.
Heavy rains have led to roads and metro stations being flooded in 
Henan, a province in central China. They have affected many 
cities including the capital, Zhengzhou. Zhengzhou received a 
year’s worth of rainfall in just three days.

The record-breaking rainfall over the last few days led to 
underground trains flooding. Videos show people being trapped 
by floods in underground trains, malls and schools. Officials 
rescued more than 500 people from underground stations but 
some, unfortunately, died.

Heavy rains cause floods in 
central China

Charles Darwin!
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Charlie Brown is an American comic character. He is also called 
Chuck or Charles. He is one of the main characters of the comic strip 
– Peanuts. This strip is an associated daily and Sunday American 
comic written and illustrated by Charles M. Schulz.

The character is depicted as a ‘lovable loser‘, who is indecisive, 
nervous and lacks confidence. However, the character also holds a 
positive attitude and makes great efforts to achieve tasks in daily life.
The character is also shown with a dog named, Snoopy and they 
have a loving, close relationship.

He has a zigzag mark on his shirt and wears a red baseball cap on 
top of his head most of the time. A Christmas television special, titled, 
‘A Charlie Brown Christmas‘ was first aired on 9 December 1965, 
which was a big success.

The character has also been featured in animated television specials 
and cartoon films like You’re a Good Man, Charlie Brown (1967), A 
Boy Named Charlie Brown (1969) and The Peanuts Movie (2015).

The world over, people seem to love pancakes the most and ask for 
them the most often as a breakfast or meal option.   Sweet, spongy 
cakes are a favourite among children, and even adults who are 
watching their calorie intake consider them an acceptable breakfast 
treat.  

A pancake is a type of flat cake that is typically thin and round. It is 
made from a batter that is primarily composed of starch and may also 
include eggs, milk, and butter. It is prepared by cooking it on a hot 
surface, like a griddle or a frying pan, while using oil or butter.  

There are many different kinds of toppings available for pancakes, 
including fruit, sweet golden maple syrup, Nutella, and even sugar 
and lemon.  

Over 30,000 years ago, when humans were still living in caves, the 
first pancakes were probably made. The remains of a human dating 
back 5,300 years were discovered by researchers in the stomach of 
Otzi, also known as the Iceman.

Charlie Brown – The 
‘lovable loser’!
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Pancakes – Eat 
Street!

Image Credit : Canva

Garlic is an important part of many dishes all over the world and has 
been in use for thousands of years. It is used widely for flavouring 
food. You can eat also it raw, in pickles, etc.

The scientific name of Garlic is Allium sativum. It belongs to the family 
of onion, leek and Chinese onion. Garlic plants are usually hardy and 
cannot be affected by many pests or diseases. They are said to also 
repel rabbits and rats.

Interesting facts about Garlic!
China produces 80% of the world’s supply of garlic. 
India is the second-largest producer.
Historians believe that garlic was in already used when the Giza 
pyramids were built, about 5,000 years ago.
Ancient Egyptians used it in food.
They were also aware of its health and therapeutic benefits.
Allium sativum contains vitamins B6 and C.
It also contains dietary minerals such as manganese and 
phosphorus.
Consuming garlic regularly helps prevent illnesses like the common 
cold, reduces blood pressure, lowers the risk of heart disease, etc.
It also contains antioxidants that could help fight against dementia 
and Alzheimer’s disease.

Garlic – Healthify!

 

Ooty is a city situated in the lap of the Nilgiri Mountains. Do you 
remember the old hit song “Chaiyya Chaiyya,” in which Shah Rukh 
Khan and Malaika Arora danced on top of a train?

The Nilgiri Mountain Railways and the Nilgiri Mountains could be 
seen from that beautiful spot with its lush greenery.

People often call Ooty “the Queen of the Hills.” It is known for its nice 
weather, blue mountains, beautiful views of the Nilgiri Biosphere 
Reserve, tea gardens, and quiet waterfalls.

Ooty is the capital of the Nilgiri district in the state of Tamil Nadu. It is 
also known as Udhagamandalam.

Key facts about Ooty!
The Todas and other tribes used to live on the land that is now Ooty.
Then, at the end of the 1800s, the East India Company took over the 
area.
After that, during the colonial era, Ooty was the summer capital of the 
Madras Presidency.
Ooty is a popular place for tourists to visit.
Some popular places to visit in the city are Ooty Lake, the Botanical 
Garden, the Rose Garden, the Pine Forest, and Emerald Lake.
The toy train that goes from Mettupalayam to Ooty on the Nilgiri 
Mountain Railway is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
It is 42 kilometres long and has 250 bridges and 16 tunnels.
Tea gardens are common in Ooty. You can see them almost 
everywhere.

Image Credit : Canva

Ooty, Tamil Nadu – 
India Travel Diaries!
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We cried just to feel better,
Not finding him made us even sadder.
We tried our best not to miss him,
His absence made the rays of hope dim.

Doing work to distract our minds,
Was not helping either.
Doing what he loved,
Was the solution neither.

We cried to feel better,
Suffered just to see him once later.
He did not care about our sufferings,
O Lord why did he just go,
Why did he not listen?

O Lord why did he not tell us,
What wrong have we done?
He didn’t listen to us once,
He listened none.

Gone forever,
Gone to peace.
O God bless him,
That is what he needs.
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MUHAMMAD ABDUL BASIT AKHTAR KHAN
3, Indian Education School, Kuwait

Magnetic Swing-DIY Science experiment
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Albert Einstein Drawing

Video-Improvised Rubber Band Powered Toy Car
Kristel Birao

6, Almahd Samaheej, Amwaj, Muharraq

SHAYAAN ALI HAMEEM
5, International Indian School- Abu Dhabi

L MOHAMMAD ASJAD
7, Green Valley Matriculation School, PERNAMBUT

Science day

Video- Structure of a flower through Minecraft
PRABAL SRIVASTAVA

5, Seth Anandram Jaipuria School

Video- Science Experiment- Waving hand

B SUPRATHIK .
1, OLIVEMOUNT GLOBAL SCHOOL, Hyderabad

ERIN LIZ JAISON
6, Indian Education School, Kuwait

Scientist I admire

MY Expressions From Students of NCS, GOA

 M MEDHASHRI MALAIYAPPA 
10C

The Science MONTH - ENTRIES
Click on the post title to watch the videos

Video- Solving Rubik’s cube at age 6

AGASTYA SAMTANI
2, Jasudben ML School and Bloomingdales Pre-Primary, 

Mumbai

Sr
is

ht
hi

Ajitesh Singh
9C

Syona Shringare
9C

Evaan
3C

K. Anshika kumari
9C

The Wonderful Class of Mine !

Syona is always first in class
Agastiya loses his temper fast.
Shuchi is good at studies
Agrima is good with her buddies.

Mannat is nice
Arpit is full of spice.
Rayan is good at jokes
Ajitesh enjoys drinking cokes.

Aditi is mastering art
Arnav is assumed to be over smart.
Srishti is fond of books
Neelesh is proud of his good looks.

Aadi is very simple
When Shrutika smiles,she has a dimple.
Deepika is also known as DY
Leisha is a quiet melody.

Shoaib thinks he is the best
But Tejas also thinks nothing less.
Ayush is a tragedy king
Shoobam is already on a ping.

Sanvi is quiet and still
Arunima takes a chill pill.
Harshita likes all kinds of sports
Vedanshi is cool,but Shamini is super cool
I am a chatterbox,not a fool.

Maya ma’am can never cease to shine
As she is our life line.
We love her the most
And we give her a KUDOS!!!

Srinath S. Sairam
3C

RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD

There are various religions in the world.  For example   
1. Hinduism  2. Christianity  3. Islam  4. Judaism  5. Jainism  6. Buddhism, etc. are  the religions now 
existing.  I will explain to you about these religions:    
I. Hindus:-   Hindus worship many Gods. They pray at the temples.  As I know, there are four divisions 
in Hindus. The  two types of vegetarian Hindus (i) Iyer and (ii) Iyengar. Iyers worship  both Lord Siva 
and Vishnu.  But Iyengars  worship only  Lord Vishnu. They believe that Lord Vishnu is more powerful 
among the Gods. In India and Nepal, Hindu religion is practiced largely.
Hindus celebrate festivals such as Deepavali, Pongal, Sri Vinayaka Chathurthi, Sri Rama Navami, 
Janmashtami, Durga Puja, etc.
II. Christians:- Christians worship Jesus Christ and Mother Mary. There are several types of 
Christians like Protestants, Roman Catholics, Pentecoste, Anglican and Orthodoxes. Christians pray 
in churches mostly on Sundays. There are many types of  churches. For example       
Chapel:  Chapel is a place of worship. It dosen’t have a priest and is just a room. Only individual 
person pray and go.
Church : Here the Priest is called as Father. It is a big place. Christians come in large numbers on 
Sundays and festival days like Christmas, Good Friday, Easter Sunday, New Year, etc. for offering 
prayers.
Cathedral is bigger than a chapel or a church in size. It has a Bishop as priest and many people pray 
here.
Bascilica is the most biggest church. It has the Pope who is the Head Priest of the community. Vatican 
City in Italy is the headquarters of all Christians.  Christianity is practiced in 21 countries such as 
USA, Brazil, Mexico, etc. 
III. Muslim/Islaam: Muslims also have a God called Allah. They pray five times everyday particularly 
on Friday afternoons. Male and female muslims should not pray together in a Mosque/Masjid.  
Females should cover their head with hijaab/purdah. Males should cover their head with a little 
white hat called kullah. Important festivals are Ramzan, Bakrid,  Miladi Nabi and Muharram. Islam is 
practiced in 26 countries in Asia, Africa and Middle East. Some of the countries are Bangladesh, 
Pakistan, Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan, etc.
IV . Jewish : Their God is nameless and figureless. Their place of worship is known as Synongue. Most 
of the Jews live in USA and Israel.
V. Jainism : Jains worship Sri Mahaveer. They also celebrate Mahaveer Jayanthi. Most of them do not 
eat after the Sunset. If a person becomes Jain Priest, he/she pluck their own hairs with their bare 
hands and eat only once a day by begging for food.                           
VI. Buddhism: Lord Buddha was born to King Shuddhodhana and Queen Mayadevi of Kapilavastu. 
His original name was Siddhartha.                                    
He sat under a Bodhi tree for days and gained enlightenment as Buddha – the learned one. He is the 
founder of Buddhism. In Sri Lanka, Thailand, India, this religion is practiced. The temple is called 
Vihaar. 
CONCLUSION: All the above religions teach us to show love and affection to other persons so that 
they can lead a peaceful and happy life. People may practice any religion. But they should live in 
harmony and united to lead a happy and peaceful life. 

RIYA SINGH, Grade X-A
Train journeys 

 A train journey is one of the most exciting and enjoyable travel experiences. I travel long distances quite often and have travelled via 
buses, trains as well as flights. While each of these journeys has its own set of benefits, I personally love train journeys.
Currently, I am living in Goa , but my native place is Bihar . It takes almost 40 hours by train from Goa to Patna. We usually do break 
journeys, exploring new places every time . However, I enjoy every minute of it in spite of the trip being so long. Train journeys offer a 
variety of opportunities to pass time; spending quality time with family , giving some time for yourself . Furthermore, all along the journey, 
one can purchase items of food and drinks. We almost always purchase meals and refreshments at least twice on the journey since it is a 
long one . Beautiful sightseeing is another noteworthy benefit of train journeys. As the train travels, one can enjoy the views of the 
countryside, farms, forests, factories, etc., which makes the journey more comprehensive than the ones by air or road. The route is full of 
scenic landscapes, ranging from tunnels, bridges, coastal peripheries, innumerable small rivers, seasonal streams and lush green 
meadows. On such journeys, conversations between passengers almost always take place. One can make new friends on the train easily. 
The trip is quite a lively and memorable adventure.  Even sometimes it teaches us valuable lessons . That’s the reason I prefer train 
journeys over the others.
To sum it up, train journeys are truly one of a kind. The train journey offers a uniqueness like no other journey. Specially, the charm of such 
a journey is unmatchable. The train journey certainly offers an unforgettable rich experience.
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We cried just to feel better,
Not finding him made us even sadder.
We tried our best not to miss him,
His absence made the rays of hope dim.

Doing work to distract our minds,
Was not helping either.
Doing what he loved,
Was the solution neither.

We cried to feel better,
Suffered just to see him once later.
He did not care about our sufferings,
O Lord why did he just go,
Why did he not listen?

O Lord why did he not tell us,
What wrong have we done?
He didn’t listen to us once,
He listened none.

Gone forever,
Gone to peace.
O God bless him,
That is what he needs.
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MUHAMMAD ABDUL BASIT AKHTAR KHAN
3, Indian Education School, Kuwait

Magnetic Swing-DIY Science experiment
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Albert Einstein Drawing

Video -Hindi Divas..

SYED ATTAF ZISHAN
Nursery, Delhi Public School Jankipuram, Lucknow

SHAYAAN ALI HAMEEM
5, International Indian School- Abu Dhabi

L MOHAMMAD ASJAD
7, Green Valley Matriculation School, PERNAMBUT

Science day

Video- Structure of a flower through Minecraft
PRABAL SRIVASTAVA

5, Seth Anandram Jaipuria School

Video- Science Experiment- Waving hand

B SUPRATHIK .
1, OLIVEMOUNT GLOBAL SCHOOL, Hyderabad

ERIN LIZ JAISON
6, Indian Education School, Kuwait

Scientist I admire

Paper Cute craft Snail 🐌
MISS PRASHIKHA

1, Delhi Public School Jankipuram Lucknow

The Science MONTH - ENTRIES
Click on the post title to watch the videos

Video- Solving Rubik’s cube at age 6

AGASTYA SAMTANI
2, Jasudben ML School and Bloomingdales Pre-Primary, 

Mumbai
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हदंी मेरी शान
Aadhya Aggarwal

4, Indraprastha International School, New Delhi

Video - Hindi Diwas 

AADVIKA KUREEL
4, Seth Anandram Jaipuria School, Kanpur

My Expressions on Curious Times

The Leaf Lover Car
Rudransh Pillai

4, The Choice School, Kochi, Kochi, Kerala

The black air,
Which touches the sky,
To face it, it’s a big dare
It’s a need to purify!

When it goes inside lungs,
We get ill,
And it hurt youngs,
We take so many pills!

Though, we know it’s harmful,
But we never cared,
Don’t pollute and be cheerful,
It’s since long, but we are still unprepared!

 It’s making people die,
Birds are falling,
Wherever we go, pollution drops by,
For pollution, let’s together sprawling!

Treat environment as your family and be fare,
Let’s bury every waste in landfills,
Better to get free of this black air,
And clean environment with skills!
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Once on a sunny day,
with my brother I was out to play,
But for our mother’s call,
we rushed leaving the toy tea stall.
My mom asked “Try to remember, today what was there?”
“Any fair!”
“Today is the time,
to leave for the mountains by morning 9!”

So we set off during rain,
in a clumsy train.
The sky was soon clear,
and me & my brother got a rhythem there.

Chuk chuk, Chuk chuk peep peep!
the driver behind still sleeps.
Chuk chuk, Chuk chuk peep!
There see the greenery and the lakes deep.

Chuk chuk!
From the train look,
The lush green heavenly place,
of that marvelous palace.

The Black Air
Oshin Arora

8, Sri Venkateshwar International School, Delhi, New Delhi

जब कोई वचार बताते हैं
कभी प्यार कभी गुस्सा दखाते हैं
हम हदंसु्तानी हैं, हदंी भाषा में
हर भाव जताते हैं।

जन जन को हदंी प्यारी है
ये सम्मान की अधकारी है
हदंी हमारा मान है
हदंी पहचान हमारी है।

स्वर और व्यजंन जुडकर
कभी मधुर संगीत बनाते हैं
अलग अलग मात्राओं से मलकर
यह राष्ट्रगान को भी तो सजाते हैं।

ना करना हदंी भाषा का अपमान
ये सदयो से हमारे साथ हैं
देश वदेश में कर के प्रसद्ध इसे
हमें बढानी इसकी शान हैं।

Video - Ganesh Vandna

Devansh Srivastava
6, Delhi Public School Jankipuram Lucknow

Video - A Tribute to my Teachers

Geet Grover
4, St.Marks Sr. Secondary Public School, NEW DELHI

Video - Ganesh Vandna

ARYAMAN BHARTIA
2, SAJSK, KANPUR, U.p.
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3, Indian Education School, Kuwait
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Albert Einstein Drawing

SHAYAAN ALI HAMEEM
5, International Indian School- Abu Dhabi

L MOHAMMAD ASJAD
7, Green Valley Matriculation School, PERNAMBUT

Science day

Video- Structure of a flower through Minecraft
PRABAL SRIVASTAVA

5, Seth Anandram Jaipuria School

Video- Science Experiment- Waving hand

B SUPRATHIK .
1, OLIVEMOUNT GLOBAL SCHOOL, Hyderabad

ERIN LIZ JAISON
6, Indian Education School, Kuwait

Scientist I admire

Paper Cute craft Snail 🐌
MISS PRASHIKHA

1, Delhi Public School Jankipuram Lucknow

The Science MONTH - ENTRIES
Click on the post title to watch the videos

Video- Solving Rubik’s cube at age 6

AGASTYA SAMTANI
2, Jasudben ML School and Bloomingdales Pre-Primary, 
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YUKTI
7, MAHESHWARI PUBLIC SCHOOL 

INTERNATIONAL

Ganesh Chaturthi

Senior Leaders Reimagining Future - Teachers’ Day Special

Click on the posts above to Read and watch full interviews. 
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MUHAMMAD ABDUL BASIT AKHTAR KHAN
3, Indian Education School, Kuwait

Magnetic Swing-DIY Science experiment
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Albert Einstein Drawing

SHAYAAN ALI HAMEEM
5, International Indian School- Abu Dhabi

L MOHAMMAD ASJAD
7, Green Valley Matriculation School, PERNAMBUT

Science day

Video- Structure of a flower through Minecraft
PRABAL SRIVASTAVA

5, Seth Anandram Jaipuria School

Video- Science Experiment- Waving hand

B SUPRATHIK .
1, OLIVEMOUNT GLOBAL SCHOOL, Hyderabad

ERIN LIZ JAISON
6, Indian Education School, Kuwait

Scientist I admire

Paper Cute craft Snail 🐌
MISS PRASHIKHA

1, Delhi Public School Jankipuram Lucknow

The Science MONTH - ENTRIES
Click on the post title to watch the videos

Video- Solving Rubik’s cube at age 6

AGASTYA SAMTANI
2, Jasudben ML School and Bloomingdales Pre-Primary, 
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YUKTI
7, MAHESHWARI PUBLIC SCHOOL 

INTERNATIONAL

Ganesh Chaturthi

Teachers Reimagining Future - Teachers’ Day Special

Click on the posts above to Read and watch their full interviews. 
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I am the voice of the people getting bullied,
those who are afraid to speak,
whom the society calls weak,

They are no longer weak my dear!
If you are a bully listen up,
You are not looking cool being mean,
The thing is this way how would you feel if it was you?
If you were me what would you do?

Try and put yourself into my shoes.
I hate that you make me feel so small,
you hurt my feeling to make yourself tall.
Bullying on Facebook can end with a casebook.

Bullying stops here!
Bullying enough already!

If you are being bullied be strong, be a hero, be assertive!
Would you let a person ill-treat you in a way that could harm you,
certainly not right?
Then tell a bully no no no!! not this time.
Tell someone, parents, teachers or an adult until it makes a change.

Do not hit,
Do not punch
Do not take someone’s lunch,
Do not squeeze
Do not tease
Be a friend till the end,
stop and think and understand,
be like a Jesus and hold my hand.
Be kind to everyone,
Be generous with your friendship,
say sorry if you need,
say stop if you need.
Be happy and be a bucket filler.

Say no to bullying

Prisha Saraogi
10, NIOS, Guwahati 

Pranjal Bhimpura
9, Calorx Public School

 Image Credit : Canva
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Jokes Pokes

What kind of tree fits in your hand?

A: A palm tree!

AAVYA KOHLI
2, LMGC

Q: What did the paper say to encourage the pencil?

A: Write on, good friend!

Means of Transport

Funtastic

Constitute  

Verb | kon-sti-toot
to form or compose (part of) something

If two witches were watching two watches, which 
witch would watch which watch?

I cannot give you the formula for success, but I can give you the formula for 
failure–It is: Try to please everybody. — Herbert Bayard Swope

A buzy, busy life
When I’ll grow old,
I have my wish to be an 
adventurous, very bold.
Nobody will bother me,
Starting from the spiders
As well as the serpents of the tree.
I’ll be off for the rivers,
massive mountains and forest,
And solve a millions of tricky 
quests.
Swinging on the branches, wading 
through the water,
Walking barefoot, thousands of 
metres.
If the dangers appear,
I’ll gain enough confidence to make 
them disappear.
Life isn’t quite fun in luxury,
but it’s wonderful to be as buzy, 
busy as the bees.

Students Participate Now!

22nd Sept15th Sept
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💐Shri Ganesha Namaha!! 
Yashvardhan Gupta

5, Shalom Hills International School, Gurugram

हदंी दवस

Principals’ Interviews 

Videos, Journeys

“The Leap” - 2020 

Teachers’ Day

“The Ed Leaders” -  2021 

World Teachers’ Day

Flavours of the month

LEADING SCHOOLS ARE ON CURIOUS TIMES. 

JOIN NOW!

1. Get School Page with Branding

ENJOY BENEFITS OF CURIOUS TIMES FOR SCHOOLS

2. logo Display on Students’ entries

3.   Publish your school news 

4. Customised School-Branded Newsletter

5. Early access to events & Competitions
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